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ABSTRACT: The effect of confinement on the Belousov-Zhabotinksy (BZ) oscillating reaction, (employing ferroin as a catalyst 

and malonic acid as the organic substrate) has been investigated using scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) toward differ-

ent insulating surfaces such as glass, silanized glass, or PTFE. An unexpected increase in the amplitude of the BZ reaction at a tip-

substrate distance of ~12-15 µm was observed. By simulating different reaction mechanisms, from simple EC′ catalysis, to more 

sophisticated Oregonator or full scheme, it is shown that such behavior reveals the intervention of redox catalysis processes and 

particularly the short lived highly reactive radical intermediate BrO2
•
 indirectly detected at the µM concentration. The re-inspection 

of the EC′ mechanism shows how the intervention of the homogeneous catalysis route is easily confirmed and kinetically character-

ized from SECM towards an insulating substrate, with promising potentiality in many systems. More specifically to the complex 

chemical case of BZ reactions, the mechanism is understood from the envelope curves of the oscillations, which are assessed in the 

absence of the oscillation (absence of organic substrate). 

1. – INTRODUCTION 

The synergism of complex, out-of-equilibrium chemical re-

actions responsible for homogeneous redox catalysis,
1,2

rely on 

a redox catalyst couple (Ox/Red)to act as an electron shuttle 

and transfer electrons to an electroactive species (A for exam-

ple in (2) and B its reduced form):
3,4

 

 

 

The success of such a EC’ catalytic reaction scheme comes 

from the feedback due to the regeneration of Ox and also 

because the electron shuttle drives the reduction of A at a 

potential more positive than its direct reduction. This mecha-

nism has been popularized in many molecular and biomolecu-

lar systems, from: organic electrochemistry
5
 or molecular 

electrocatalysis, where it is involved in proton coupled elec-

tron transfer processes,
6
 important for molecular solutions to 

energy conversion; or in many homogenenous biomolecular 

processes;
7
 to electrochemically-driven cross-coupling reac-

tions,
8,9

 in atom-transfer radical polymerization,
10

or in multi-

reaction chemical processes as Electrochemiluminescent 

(ECL) 
11-13

 and oscillating reactions. 

These are complex, coupled multi-reaction systems, operat-

ing far from equilibrium, with positive and negative feedback 

loops that cause the reaction coordinate to transition between 

different concentration states.
14,15

 These reactions have been 

incorporated into ionic liquids,
16,17

 along with polymers and 

gels,
18-21

 where they have generated unassisted or autonomous 

movement through swelling/deswelling events. The most 

famous example, the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction, 

involves the oxidation of an organic substrate, typically malo-

nic acid, by bromate in the presence of an excess of strong 

acid.
14,15,22

 The overall shift in concentration is monitored 

through a redox catalyst such as cerium IV,
22,23

 a variety of 

ruthenium complexes,
21,24,25

 ferroin,
18,26,27

 that are conveniently 

redox and/or photo-active. The BZ reaction has been widely 

studied in many experimental configurations
22,28

 including in 

confined environment by incorporating it inside synthetic 

vesicles for example. Interestingly, such system shows analo-

gies to biological systems, particularly mimicking intercellular 

communication.
26,29,30

 Thus, evaluating the kinet-

ics/thermodynamics of such reactions in a confined environ-

ment is a unique challenge for microfluidics.
14,26,31-34

 Scanning 

electrochemical microscopy (SECM), with its recognized high 

mechanistic sensitivity, is proposed here as an interesting 

alternative. 

SECM has been used extensively for interrogating the reac-

tivity of chemical species in solution, at a substrate,
3,4,35-43

 as 

well as for characterizing short-lived radical species.
37,39-

41,43
Therefore, from both geometric and mechanistic aspects, 

SECM is ideal to interrogate oscillating chemical reactions in 

confined conditions. SECM is also employed to differentiate 

between spatiotemporal effects and purely chemical ones, 

through quantification of the kinetics/dynamics of confine-
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ment –i.e. between the tip and substrate. This also provides a 

convenient analog for the study of confinement vis-à-vis inside 

vesicles. An unexpected confinement effect was demonstrated 

and characterized using simulations of increasing complexity. 

Starting from the simplest EC′ mechanism reinspected here for 

simpler SECM configuration (negative feedback) than the 

generation-collection one,
3,4

 SECM is applied to comprehend 

complex catalytic systems, such as the BZ reaction. The de-

tailed model of the BZ reaction reproduces the experimental 

observation, highlighting the intervention of short-lived radi-

cal intermediates. 

EXPERIMENTAL  

All reagents were purchased commercially and used without 

purification (complete list provided in the Supporting Informa-

tion, SI). Stock aqueous solutions of ferroin sulphate salt 

(Fe(phen)3SO4) were prepared by mixing 1,10-phenanthroline 

(phen) and iron (II) sulfate in a molar ratio of 3:1. Aqueous 

solutions were prepared using Milli-Q ultrapure purified water 

(>18.2 MΩ∙cm). 

Typical BZ reaction solutions are made from 2 mM ferroin, 

1 M H2SO4, 120 mM malonic acid and 180 mM NaBrO3. 

Microelectrodes were prepared in a procedure described 

elsewhere
44

 and detailed in the SI. Approach curves were 

measured by biasing the microelectrode on the ferriin to fer-

roin reduction plateau (Fe(phen)3
3+

 + e
−
 → Fe(phen)3

2+
) 

ET=0.1 V versus a Pt counter/quasi-reference as determined 

through cyclic voltammetry (CV in Figure S5). Approach 

curves in the feedback mode were performed at a rate of 

1 µm∙s
−1

 whereas in transient mode, the tip-substrate distance 

was changed periodically every 5µm while an average of ~10 

oscillations was recorded for each distance. 

A Drop Shape Analyzer (DSA30, Krüss GmbH, Villebon 

sur Yvette, France) was employed for water contact angle 

measurements of silanized Glass (preparation described in SI). 

SIMULATIONS  

Details of the finite element simulations by COMSOL are 

given in the SI. Briefly, different catalytic schemes, starting 

from the simple EC’ case, were considered in the SECM con-

figuration with an insulating substrate (unless otherwise 

stated). It consists in solving the time-dependent diffusion 

equations for the different species involved with consideration 

of their net generation from chemical reactions in solution. 

Transformation of ferriin and ferroin at the microelectrode 

surface provides the tip current. Approach curves are simu-

lated as steady-state or long-time (>100s) tip current values 

evaluated at different tip-substrate distances. The time evolu-

tion of the tip current simulates oscillations. 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

2.1 EC′ Mechanism by SECM Approach Curves 

Simulation of the EC′ scheme in the SECM configuration 

with a conducting substrate can be found elsewhere,
3,4

 along 

with strategies to extract the kinetics of the catalytic reaction 

from feedback collection between the tip and a conducting 

substrate. Since insulating substrates are intrinsically easier to 

produce than perfectly conducting ones, a simpler strategy for 

kinetic analysis of EC′processes relies on the SECM probe 

approach curve towards an insulating substrate in the presence 

of the appropriate EC′ counterparts – namely Ox and A. The 

tip, of radius a, is held at large tip-substrate distances 

(d > 10a), and biased at a potential negative enough to produce 

Red (eq. 1) under mass-transfer limit. The steady-state current 

(iinf) is limited by the diffusion of Ox/Red and
3,38

 the catalytic 

regeneration of Ox by (2). The direct estimate of the catalytic 

reaction rate khomo of reaction (2) may then be obtained from 

comparison of iinf in the absence and presence of A, as illus-

trated through a plot of iinf versus khomo in Figure S1. 

 

Figure 1: Simulated SECM approach curves using the EC′ mech-

anism (eqs. 1 and 2) with khomo from 10−4 to 3000 M−1∙s−1[a] and 

3000 to 107 M−1∙s−1[b]; 25 µm diameter tip with Rg=5. 

The simulated approach curves for EC’ schemes are pro-

vided in Figure 1 for different catalytic rates, khomo, under the 

condition such that A is in excess. Normalization of the re-

corded tip current, iT, by its value at large distance, iinf, facili-

tates comparison, even though it is recalled that iinf increases 

with khomo. 

Typically in the absence of A, or for low catalytic regenera-

tion compared to Ox diffusion (khomo[A]a
2
/DOx/Red < 0.01), as 

the tip approaches the insulating substrate, diffusion of Ox to 

the electrode surface is hindered, resulting in a negative feed-

back response (black line in Figure 1a).When increasing the 

catalytic rate, khomo, the homogeneous catalytic reaction gener-

ates a concentration change at the tip as the catalyst consumes 

Red to regenerate Ox in a reaction layer that decreases as khomo 

increases. This reaction layer may be smaller than the dimen-

sions of the tip and its perturbation by the substrate (decrease 

of i/iinf) is observed for shorter tip-substrate separation dis-

tances – i.e. shorter values of L = d/a – than for the standard 

negative feedback regime. The increase of khomo then yields a 

compaction of the approach curve towards the substrate (Fig-

ure 1a). Upon further increase of khomo, the approach curve 

then departs from the substrate and tends again towards the 

standard negative feedback curve (Figure 1b). In this regime 

of khomo values, the catalytic reaction is so fast that the process 

is driven by the diffusion of A and no longer by Ox/Red, while 

the negative feedback refers to diffusion hindrance of A. This 

is further exemplified through a plot of Imin = imin/iinf versus 

khomo, in Figure S1b, such that Imin taken at L=0 undergoes an 

increase as khomo approaches 3000 M
−1

∙s
−1

 and subsequently 

decreases. Interestingly, from a mechanistic point of view, a 

precise kinetic analysis of khomo can be obtained by SECM 

approach curves towards an insulating substrate. 

The full illustration of such mechanistic approach is further 

demonstrated in the complex chemical situation encountered 

in BZ oscillating reactions. 
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2.2 Approach Curves in BZ Solution with 
Malonic Acid. 

 

Figure 2: [a] Probe approach curve using a 25 µm diameter Pt 

disk tip (Rg = 5) towards a glass substrate with a BZ aqueous 

solution composed of 180 mM NaBrO3, 120 mM malonic acid, 

1 M H2SO4, and 2 mM ferroin. [b] Probe approach curves ob-

tained in transient mode from the maximum (○) and minimum (●) 

oscillation current. Insets correspond to ~10 oscillations recorded 

at the distance indicated. 

The kinetics of the BZ reaction were examined experimen-

tally using SECM probe approach curves as described in the 

experimental section and the SI. Briefly from a BZ solution 

containing Fe(phen)3
3+

, a SECM tip generating Fe(phen)3
2+

is 

approached to a glass substrate while the BZ reaction cycle 

catalytically regenerates Fe(phen)3
3+

. 

At L > 10, iinf oscillates with time, undergoing a sharp in-

crease in amplitude that is followed by a rapid decay period, 

which subsequently repeats with a period of ~12-15 s, in ex-

cellent agreement with our previous results
26

 and with other 

literature data
14,18,23

 for similar BZ systems. The tip was then 

approached slowly to a glass insulating substrate while re-

cording the tip current, iT, reported as the red trace in Figure 

2a. A highly reproducible increase in the amplitude of the 

oscillation was observed when the tip was 12-15 µm from the 

surface. More quantitative experiments were performed in the 

transient mode by periodically changing the tip-substrate 

distance and recording an average of ~10 oscillations.  

This is exemplified using two transient curves (insets in 

Figure 2b) at tip-substrate distances of 90 and 5 µm for (i) and 

(ii), respectively. For each distance, the mean current oscilla-

tion minimum and maximum tip current were calculated (Fig-

ure 2b). It can be observed that while the tip-substrate distance 

does not significantly affect the oscillation frequency, it has a 

considerable effect on its amplitude. When the tip approaches 

the substrate, i) the amplitude increases by up to a factor of 2 

before sharply decreasing by a factor of 20 when going into 

contact with the substrate (Figure 2a) and, ii) only the maxi-

mum current value has increased in a partial positive feedback, 

whereas the baseline current is essentially decreasing in a 

behaviour analogous to the negative feedback. 

To understand the origin of this unexpected partial positive 

feedback, one may recall that oscillations in such chemical 

systems are owing to what is generally held to be 2 or 3 proc-

esses – >20 individual reactions
28,45

 – as recently reviewed.
14,15

 

To eliminate the chemical nature of the substrate as a possible 

factor responsible for the partial positive feedback, similar 

transient analysis of the BZ oscillations was performed at 

different insulating substrates, including silanized glass – 

using (C12H25)Si(CH3)2Cl and (CH3CH2O)3Si((CH2)2C8F17) – 

and PTFE (details in the SI). The same increase in the oscilla-

tion amplitude was observed, as presented in Figure S2, for all 

these insulating substrates, with a maximum amplitude at ~12-

15 µm tip-substrate distance, showing no significant effect of 

the substrate. Furthermore, nearly constant water contact an-

gles were measured before and after each experiment at silan-

ized glass (Table S1); therefore, it can be concluded that no 

appreciable chemical process occurred at the surface that may 

be responsible for the apparent partial positive feedback ob-

served. It also indicates that the silanized layers have not been 

significantly etched by the strongly acidic and oxidative condi-

tions provided by the BrO3
−
 solution. If a complete under-

standing of the distance-effect phenomenon is ruled by the 

chemistry of the system, it is quite unusual, since such a posi-

tive feedback response has never been observed in chemical 

situations without involving interfacial charge transfer. 

2.3 Oregonator-SECM Coupled Model 

 

Figure 3. [a]Overlay of selected, simulated chronoamperograms 

at a SECM tip (a = 12.5 µm, Rg = 5); tip-substrate distances from 

125 to 2 µm. The homogeneous phase incorporated a 6-reaction 

kinetic Oregonator model. [b] Plot of the normalized maximum 

() and minimum (○) current amplitudes of the simulated transi-

ent curves in [a] versus negative feedback (─). 

Classically, BZ reactions are kinetically described using the 

‘Oregonator’, as developed by Field, Körös, and 

Noyes.
45,46

This model seeks to condense the large array of 

reactions into a system reliant on two dependent variables – if 

the concentrations are rigidly constrained – and 6 reactions 

which are described in the SI.The homogeneous redox cataly-

sis reactions depicted earlier are introduced through (3).
6,36

 

2 3

3 2 3 2

           
Fe(phen)  + BrO  + H Fe(phen)  + HBrO   

 

(3) 

Step (3) may be reversible, depending on the oxidizing 

strength of the BZ reaction catalyst. Typically, it is more re-

versible and slower for Ce
3+/4+

 or Ru(bpy)3
2+/3+

 systems than 

for a less oxidizing redox catalyst, such as ferroin, where this 

step is right-hand shifted and close to diffusion-limited with kf 

= 10
9
 M

-1
∙s

-1
 and kb = 33 M

-1
∙s

-1
.
46

 Implementation of the Ore-

gonator model was purely qualitative and no attempt has been 

made to quantitatively match the current amplitude or period 

with that observed experimentally. The intention was to ob-
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serve the effect – if any – this model would project when 

coupled with SECM confinement.  

Figure 3a illustrates several simulated chronoamperograms 

obtained from this simulation at different tip-substrate dis-

tances for one oscillation. Multiple oscillations were simulated 

(not shown), and are in good agreement with the experimental 

observations (Figure 2), in that no change in the frequency is 

observed. As the tip-substrate distance decreases, the maxi-

mum current decreases concomitantly, such that when a plot 

of the maximum () and minimum (○) current – normalized 

versus their requisite signal at 125 µm tip-distance – is over-

laid against the pure negative feedback curve, they are slightly 

higher (Figure 3b),which describes diffusion hindrance by the 

tip-substrate geometry and confinement. The deviation from 

pure negative feedback is slightly larger for the maximum 

current than for the minimum one, in qualitative agreement 

with the experimental observations. The simulated approach 

curves are also shift towards the substrate, suggesting the 

intervention of homogeneous redox catalysis reactions (3). 

Despite similitudes, this model insufficiently explains the 

whole process occurring experimentally and particularly the 

amplitude increase when the BZ reaction is confined within 

12-15 µm from a substrate. Albeit this is a simplified strategy 

not as sophisticated as reaction-convection-diffusion models 

presented recently,
47

 it seems however, emblematic of the 

qualitatively observed reaction. That is, the entire reaction 

solution changes colour periodically with no spiral wave for-

mation. This means that the oscillation period is smaller than 

the characteristic diffusion time of water-soluble intermedi-

ates, i.e. the confined system can be considered homogenous. 

2.4 SECM Approach Curves in BZ Solution in 
the Absence of Malonic Acid. 

If the nature of the substrate is negligible, the simulation of 

the system based on the Oregonator model is also unsatisfac-

tory, thus revealing the intervention of transport (travelling 

waves) or chemical phenomena. This section investigates the 

chemical contribution to the observed phenomenon. To do so, 

the system was chemically simplified by studying it in the 

absence of malonic acid and, therefore, in the absence of oscil-

lations. In this way, the blue trace plotted in Figure 4a, without 

current normalization, was recorded with all other BZ reagents 

maintained. 

 

Figure 4.[a] SECM approach curves without current normaliza-

tion at a glass substrate for a typical BZ solution (─), along with 

the system without malonic acid, but with 180 (─) and 5 mM (─) 

of NaBrO3. Inset, comparison of the current normalized 10 mM 

NaBrO3 SECM approach curves from [a] (─) and the normalized 

average minimum oscillation current recorded in transient mode 

(○). [b] Overlay of probe approach curves in an aqueous solution 

containing 2 mM ferroin, 1 M H2SO4, and NaBrO3 varied itera-

tively from 1 to 504 mM.  

2.4.1. Analysis by an Apparent EC′ Mechanism.  

When compared to the case of Fe(phen)3
3+

 alone (no bro-

mate, no malonic acid), which is close to the red trace in Fig-

ure 4a, a higher current is observed at infinite tip-substrate 

distance. This indicates the intervention of redox catalysis 

through reaction (3), suggesting that even in the absence of 

malonic acid, BrO3
–
 is decomposed in solution into the differ-

ent brominated oxidants and radicals involved in the BZ 

scheme. Then, a simplified approach consists of analyzing the 

electrochemical response in the absence of malonic acid by an 

apparent EC′ mechanism as presented in section 2.1 where 

equations (1) and (2) are used with Ox, Red, and A for respec-

tively Fe(phen)3
3+

, Fe(phen)3
2+

 and BrO3
-
such that khomois the 

apparent catalytic rate of the entire process. 

Within Figure S3 (□) are graphed the values of the experi-

mental tip current at infinite distance, iinf, while increasing the 

amount of [NaBrO3] added to a Fe(phen)3
2+ 

solution. Bromate, 

along with its sister oxidative species in solution (Br2, HOBr, 

and HBrO2), are known to directly oxidize ferroin to ferriin.
28

 

In this way, when the reaction mixture is prepared, all the 

ferroin is oxidized to ferriin; this was observed as an almost 

instantaneous change in colour of the solution, from red to 

blue, upon addition of NaBrO3 to the acidic ferroin solution. 

Moreover, reducing Fe(phen)3
3+

 at the tip initiates theEC′ 

scheme. Then an increase in iinf was observed with increased 

[NaBrO3], in agreement with the intervention of the C′ com-

ponent of an EC’ scheme. The catalytic effect plateaus, how-

ever, at 180 mM (Figure S3), suggesting several inhibiting 

processes. Indeed, the amount of Br
−
, a known inhibitor of the 

BZ reaction,
14

 may limit further catalysis through a negative 

feedback mechanism similar to that present in an oscillating 

BZ solution with a full complement of reagents. Regardless 

however, these data provide evidence that the concentration 

gradient of bromate is playing a role. 

From a mechanistic point of view, the evolution of iinf for 

different khomo values was obtained within the simulation, 

whilst varying [NaBrO3], and compared to the experimental 

values. In Figure S3, two values of khomo have been exempli-

fied through the overlay of their plots, a and b, for an apparent 

catalytic rate khomo equal to 100 and 50 M
−1

∙s
−1

, respectively. 

Then, 50 M
−1

∙s
−1 

provides the value for the overall apparent 

homogeneous catalytic rate with closest fit to the experimental 

curve. This value agrees with that of the rate determining step 

reported by Field and Försterling
46

 of 42 M
−1

∙s
−1

. 

As proposed in 2.1, the analysis of the SECM approach 

curve should also be insightful. To explore the influence and 

complexity of the brominated species catalytic role further, a 

series of SECM approach curves were performed towards the 

glass substrate, in the absence of malonic acid, whilst chang-

ing [NaBrO3] (Figure 4b). For[NaBrO3] <5 mM), the approach 

curves exhibit negative – or only a small trace of feedback. 

For ([NaBrO3]> 5 mM), a peak emerges (ipeak) that increases 

with increasing concentration until [BrO3
−
] ≈ 100 mM. Com-

mensurate with the peak emergence, a shifting in the whole 

feedback effect closer to the substrate position (low L values) 

with progressive increases in [NaBrO3] was also observed. 
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The latter observation is in qualitative agreement with the 

simulated approach curves presented in Figure 1 and would 

also reveal the intervention of EC′ reactions. However, this 

simplified EC′ model does not replicate the apparent positive 

feedback observed experimentally. The incorporation of a 

heterogeneous substrate reaction was also attempted (data not 

shown); however, since the optimized homogeneous reaction 

rate was high (based on iinf), any heterogeneous rate employed 

either produced a negative or positive feedback response, in 

good agreement with SECM theory for coupled 

homo/heterogeneous reactions.
35,36,38,42,48

 

2.4.2. Reactivity from the Envelope of the Oscil-
lations.  

Before scrutinizing deeper the origin of this intricate partial 

feedback, the approach curves performed in the 180 mM 

NaBrO3 solution in the absence and presence of malonic acid 

were compared (Figure 4a).In both cases, the same apparent 

partial positive feedback is present at roughly the same tip-

substrate distance. Moreover, the current profiles of these two 

curves are in good agreement in shape and absolute tip current 

values. The curve recorded in the absence of malonic acid 

corresponds to the upper envelope of the oscillating curve. 

Even though there are no oscillations detected at the micro-

electrode in the absence of malonic acid, the electrochemical 

response recorded at the tip shows the complexity of the cata-

lytic schemes at play between ferroin and bromate or its re-

lated, brominated species.  

Figure 4aalso provides a comparison of the approach curves 

for the 5 mM NaBrO3 case without malonic acid against the 

conventional BZ solution, again without current normaliza-

tion. This curve corresponds to the lower envelope of the 

oscillating curve. Similarly, in the inset of Figure 4a, the mean 

minimum oscillation current recorded at different tip-substrate 

distances in the transient mode (Figure 2b) can be superim-

posed in good agreement with the approach curve recorded in 

the 10 mM NaBrO3 solution without malonic acid.  

These observations suggest that under the oscillation re-

gime, when the current is minimal, the local equivalent bro-

mate concentration is between 5 and 10 mM whilst at its 

maximum oscillation current, it is likewise maximal 

~180 mM. These experiments confirm the intuitive hypothesis 

that the oscillation of ferroin in the BZ system is mostly con-

trolled through its catalytic oxidation by the intermediate 

brominated oxidants in a low and high concentration regime. It 

also shows that the peculiar apparent positive feedback effect 

can be understood in terms of the ferroin/bromate catalytic 

oxidation chemistry. This also rules out, at least in a first ap-

proximation, the influence of spatiotemporal phenomena. The 

approach curves recorded in the absence of malonic acid (or 

the envelope of the current oscillation with the distance) can 

then identify these concentration regimes. In turn, these ap-

proach curves allow an indirect estimate of the apparent local 

concentration of the reactive species generated during the BZ 

reaction in terms of the equivalent bromate concentration in 

solution. 

Such a strategy is particularly helpful for indirectly assess-

ing the amount of reactive species in BZ reactions at interfaces 

(near vessel walls or at soft interfaces: emulsion
32,33,49

 or vesi-

cles
31,34,50

). To illustrate this potentiality further, SECM ap-

proach curves were acquired with the BZ solution without 

malonic acid at a liquid|liquid interface between water (w) and 

a pure 1,2-dichloroethane (DCE) phase. The w|DCE approach 

curve overlaps the pure negative feedback curve (Figure S4), 

suggesting that in the vicinity of the DCE interface, the bro-

mate solution is devoid of reactive intermediates. A likely 

mechanism is that the hydrophobic and reactive species 

(e.g.BrO2
•
, Br2) partition and irreversibly react in the organic 

phase, thus inhibiting their contribution to the catalytic reac-

tions. Therefore, even if a soft interface would behave as an 

insulating interface in terms of ion and electron transfer, it is 

likely not inert chemically toward reactive neutral brominated 

intermediates of the BZ reaction. This should impact the ex-

tent of transmission of the BZ reaction in biphasic 

systems.
14,26,29

 

2.5 Towards a Full Mechanistic Description 

The partial positive feedback in the SECM approach curve 

performed in a BZ solution has a redox catalytic chemical 

origin, even though it is not sufficient to fully explain it. A 

more detailed chemical model was constructed using the 11 

reactions described by Field and Försterling;
46,51

 a complete 

list of the parameters as well as the reactions can be found in 

Tables S2 and S3 (SI), respectively. Even if the complete 

reaction scheme was modelled, it is shown that the major 

contributions to kinetic control is provided by reactions 

4,5′,5′′ and 10from Field and Försterling,
46

concerning the 

consumption of the intermediate HBrO2 for generation of 

BrO2
•
: 

 

whose subsequent reactions are the fastest. It has been rec-

ognized that – for the case of Fe(phen)3
2+

/Fe(phen)3
3+

 – 5′ is 

rate determining
46,51

 and BrO2
•
 is the key chemical species 

regulating the homogeneous catalytic oxidation of ferroin (3). 

The latter reaction (3) shows the intervention of an autocata-

lytic reaction as it regenerates HBrO2 that is involved in 5′ in 

addition to the redox catalyst, ferriin. These 4 reactions are 

then anticipated to explain qualitatively the higher regenera-

tion of ferriin and therefore the apparent positive feedback 

observed in the approach curves. Indeed based on (3), the 

catalytic regeneration of Fe(phen)3
3+

 by brominated species is 

kf[Fe(phen)3
2+

][BrO2
•
],which can be roughly approximated 

from steady-state assumption to k+5′
2
[BrO3

-
]

2
/k+4. It was then 

logical to focus only on reaction 5′ and maintain the rates of 

the other reactions as they have been described previously, 

thereby, greatly simplifying the simulations.  

Similar to the one-step reaction mechanism, iinf was re-

corded for the complex simulation at varied concentrations of 

NaBrO3 and two curves, for k+,5′ equal to 100 and 50 M
−1

∙s
−1

, 

have been plotted in Figure S3 as curves c and d, respectively. 

These curves demonstrate a fair agreement with the experi-

mental evolution. This indicates that – similar to the simplified 

one-step catalytic simulation – the 11-reaction, more complex 

system is governed by a reaction with a rate determining step, 

likely 5′, with a value of ~ 50-100 M
−1

∙s
−1

, in very good 

agreement with the value proposed by Field and Försterling.
46
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Figure 5: SECM probe approach curves using the 11 homogene-

ous reaction set [a] where the rate, k+, of 5′ was varied as indicat-

ed with 180 mM NaBrO3; overlaid (▬) is the experimental ap-

proach curve at 180 mM NaBrO3. [b] the same simulation as [a], 

however, with [BrO3
−] = 5 mM overlaid with its requisite experi-

mental curve. 

Figure 5a illustrates the probe approach curves obtained us-

ing this simulation while varying the forward rate constant, 

k+,5′. Simulated SECM approach curves were then generated 

using this more complete system and are plotted in Figure 5a 

and b for a solution with 180 and 5 mM of NaBrO3, respec-

tively; experimental curves (─) have been overlaid for com-

parison. The first remarkable result is that the complete 

mechanism reproduces the appearance of a peak in the ap-

proach curve, both in shape and position, resulting from the 

enhancement of the catalytic route under given confinement. It 

confirms that this peak may not be due to spatiotemporal phe-

nomena, but is ruled by chemical processes of characteristic 

length provided by the SECM confinement. Moreover, the 

faster the main reaction, k+,5′, the higher the catalytic en-

hancement and the higher the peak. In the case of Figure S3a, 

the approach curve when k+,5′ was set equal to 25 M
−1

∙s
−1

 is in 

good agreement with the experimental trace in its normalized 

form, while larger k+,5′ values demonstrated poorer overlap 

owing to generating a higher peak in the approach curve. 

Finally, the rate constant value obtained in this configuration 

(k+,5′ = 25 M
−1

∙s
−1

) is reasonable compared to the one obtained 

for a one-step homogeneous reaction (50 <k< 100 M
−1

∙s
−1

) 

considering the complexity of the system and the fact that only 

one reaction relative to the production of BrO2
•
 is changed in 

the model. Finally, the peculiarity observed here is due to the 

detection by the SECM tip of the reaction of the BrO2
•
 reactive 

species whose concentration, in the vicinity of the electrode 

surface positioned at 125 and 2 µm tip-substrate distances, was 

determined to be 9.1 and 3.6 µmol·L
–1

, respectively, whilst 

~90 µmol·L
–1

 in the bulk. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

A simple strategy for testing an EC′ mechanism using 

SECM approach curves versus an insulating substrate has been 

proposed and validated by employing the BZ reaction as a 

model system. An EC′ theoretical model, along with a more 

complex 11-reaction simulation have been used to explain an 

unexpected increase in the current amplitude of the BZ oscilla-

tion at small tip-substrate distances (L ≈ 1) across various 

insulating substrates. The Oregonator model, traditionally used 

to describe the BZ system, was insufficient to simulate quanti-

tatively the amplitude and the period of the oscillation as well 

as the feedback observed experimentally. However, the EC′ 

and 11-reaction homogeneous redox catalysis schemes were 

able to describe the mechanism in terms of the local BrO3
–
 

concentration through comparison to experimental approach 

curves recorded in the absence of malonic acid. This suggests 

that the apparent partial positive feedback can be explained by 

a simple application of the catalytic reactions themselves 

without a need to consider more complex bifurcation models; 

i.e. that it is owing to chemical wave propagation (direct 

changes in the concentration gradient of key bromate species). 

These findings have implications towards inter-vesicular 

chemical coupling and indicate an optimal distance for vesicle 

spacing or size for enhanced reaction kinetics. Additionally, 

they suggest the potentiality of SECM to characterize homo-

geneous redox catalysis reactions, and indirectly depict the 

stability of short-lived intermediate reactive species (herein 

the BrO2
•
 radical is indirectly monitored). While the BZ reac-

tion is exemplified here, this approach can easily be extended 

to other fields: e.g. ECL,
11-13

 cross-coupling reactions(as those 

involved in click-chemistry),
8,9

 organometallic redox proc-

esses,
10

 and proton coupled electron transfer reactions in-

volved in many energy-related fields.
5,6,52,53
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